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E-911 Consolidation

Consolidation

Richmond County Emergency Center

Richmond County appreciates the opportunity to submit a grant for the consolidation of the primary 9 1 1 Center and three secondary centers 
within the county. Attachment 1 contains the signed Interlocal Agreements. 



The overall goal of the Richmond County Emergency Communications (RCEC) consolidation project is to improve emergency communications 
capabilities from, to and between the 9-1-1 center and first responders. This will create efficiencies among all emergency services within the 
county and will improve the delivery of emergency services to the citizens of and visitors to Richmond County. Currently, Richmond County 
Emergency Services operates the only primary public safety answering point (PSAP) in the county (hereafter referred to as the primary 9-1-1 
center), answering all 9-1-1 calls for the county. The primary 9-1-1 center dispatches nine fire departments, four rescue squads, one emergency 
medical services (EMS) agency, emergency management, and North Carolina (N.C. or NC) Forestry. There are three secondary PSAPs within 
Richmond County: Richmond County Sheriff’s Office, Hamlet Police Department, and Rockingham Police Department. The primary 9-1-1 center 
transfers all 9-1-1 calls requiring law enforcement services to the appropriate law enforcement agency for processing and dispatching; law 
enforcement calls comprise the majority of the calls for service. The three law enforcement dispatch centers have no enhanced 9-1-1 (E9-1-1) 
capabilities, no console-type radio equipment, no computer aided dispatch (CAD) capabilities, no mapping solution, or Next Generation 9-1-1 
(NG9-1-1) capabilities.



Richmond County Emergency Services has a 9-1-1 backup plan with Scotland County, which has been approved by the NC 911 Board. Scotland 
County has mirrored the primary 9-1-1 center’s technology to allow dual profiles to be built in both counties’ systems. As such, personnel from 
either center can log into the other’s system and access their home county’s data, transfers, and mapping. Because of connectivity between the 
tandems, if Scotland County routed their 9-1-1 calls, E9-1-1 data would be available in Richmond County. By merging data within the mapping 
software, addressing/Master Street Address Guide (MSAG), and units, either county can process 9-1-1 calls for the other with the ability to receive 
E9 1 1 information, calls “plotting” on the maps, and, with emergency services numbers (ESNs), either county will know which agency should be 
sent on calls they process for the other county.  Currently there is limited space within the Richmond County Emergency Services facility for 
Scotland County personnel. The award of this grant request would ensure that adequate space and workstations are available should Scotland 
County need to evacuate to Richmond County. None of the secondary PSAPs have backup locations for their operations.



Through the RCEC consolidation project, services to the citizens of and visitors to the county will improve by creating one 9-1-1 center that can 
respond to any 9-1-1 call without the need to transfer to law enforcement agencies within the county.  This consolidation project will also promote 
better safety among responders as telecommunicators will have access to the same call information and will have the ability to communicate with 
each other in the same work space rather than by phone, ensuring the needs of callers and first responders are met promptly.



The specific goals and objectives of the RCEC consolidation project are identified below. 



Goal 1: The primary goal is to establish one countywide PSAP within Richmond County by combining all emergency 9-1-1 call taking, dispatching 
and public reporting systems in a central location. 

Objective 1: Build a new facility on county-owned land to house a consolidated agency.

Objective 2: Eliminate 9-1-1 call transfers to law enforcement agencies by creating one 9-1-1 center within the county for all citizens to initiate the 
emergency response system.

Objective 3: Provide participating agencies and citizens with a single call answering and dispatch agency for coordinated dispatch and radio 
communication services for law enforcement, fire, EMS, rescue, forestry, Emergency Management, and animal control.
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Please provide an implementation strategy and work plan, including a timeline.

Goal 2:  The second goal is to ensure that the new facility and systems continue to meet Scotland County’s 9-1-1 backup needs.

Objective 1: Ensure the new facility provides adequate space that can accommodate Scotland County’s personnel should their 9-1-1 center 
experience a failure. 

Objective 2: Ensure the newly established systems meet the Interlocal Agreement between Richmond and Scotland counties for backup 
capabilities, as well as those requirements of the NC 911 Board.



Richmond County has worked very closely with Scotland County to establish effective and efficient backup plans to serve both counties, as 
economically as possible, while providing for the best service to the citizens. Scotland County chose to mirror Richmond County’s technology and 
overall set up of their new 9-1-1 center. This grant will support Richmond County’s space needs to allow Scotland County to be housed in our 
center, should the need arise, utilizing the telephone system, CAD system, mapping, recorder, and radio system that will be in place. This can be 
accomplished by having two profiles that will be on either county’s hardware. For example, in Richmond County’s Power9-1-1, there is a Scotland 
County profile. When Scotland County logs into Richmond County’s telephone system under their profile, Scotland County personnel will see the 
exact screens, transfers and buttons as if they were sitting in their center in Laurinburg. CAD system and mapping data will be under Scotland 
County’s profile on a virtual server carved out to house their data. The data will be replicated through a network connection to refresh every few 
minutes. With radio infrastructure upgrades that would result from a consolidation and new facility, this will allow paging for Scotland County units 
from Richmond County. This approach is highly effective and guarantees very little down time from a catastrophic failure. This approach also 
meets the legislative requirement for backup facilities in Richmond and Scotland counties without any additional costs during the grant phase.



Goal 3:  The third goal is to utilize properly trained, certified/credentialed telecommunicators who will use standardized call processing and 
dispatch techniques, while meeting operational goals and standards established by the NC 911 Board and applicable/adopted standards from the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), The Association of Public-Safety 
Communications Officials-International (APCO), National Emergency Number Association (NENA), and the International Academies of Emergency 
Dispatch (IAED).

Objective 1: Provide the public and field responder agencies with trained, certified/credentialed 9-1-1 telecommunications professionals.

Objective 2: Implement standardized call processing by utilizing nationally recognized protocols.

Objective 3: Implement a quality assurance (QA) program in conjunction with the protocols to ensure all callers and responders receive the set 
standard of care, and to align with best practices.

Objective 4: Create a consolidated 9-1-1 center that continues to meet both technological and operational standards as set by the NC 911 Board.



Goal 4:  The fourth goal is to plan, implement and prepare for using information in an NG9-1-1 environment.

Objective 1: Adopt Internet Protocol (IP)-based nationally recognized NENA and APCO standards for updating hardware and software that could 
be utilized for an NG9-1-1 system. 

Objective 2: Improve information sharing and prepare to utilize NG9-1-1 data by implementing mobile CAD in law enforcement vehicles.

Objective 3: Improve information sharing by implementing the PS Aware application to field supervisors.

Objective 4: Meet the changing communications and information needs of all law enforcement, fire and rescue/EMS services by creating a 
communications system that is expandable to meet the changing needs of first responders.

Objective 5: Install an IP NG9-1-1 telephony network for delivery of voice and data.



Goal 5: The fifth goal is achieve true interoperability, communications compatibility, and excellent emergency communications among first 
responders of Richmond County, including the EOC during activations, through access to a common radio system. 

Objective 1: Improve communications capability to and among field responders through a common radio system.

Objective 2: Achieve radio interoperability among all first responders by utilizing the State Voice Interoperability Plan for Emergency Responders 
(VIPER) radio system.

Objective 3: Improve mutual aid capability for field responders and resources from within and outside the county, if needed.



Required for all grant types, this statement should reference the relationship of the grant project to NCGS §62A-47(b),(c) and the 
current funding priorities established by the Grant Policy and Procedures and include evidence of any financial need.

Please indicate how your PSAP or group of PSAPs meets the statutory criterion of serving a rural or high cost area.

Please identify the interface or compatibility between existing equipment and/or software and that which you intend to purchase.

The RCEC consolidation project proposes to build a new 9-1-1 consolidated center, to include an emergency operations center (EOC), on existing 
county-owned property. The new facility would be equipped with ten new 9-1-1 answering/dispatch positions; all with new 9-1-1 customer premise 
equipment (CPE), new workstation furniture, new CAD and mapping systems (monitors and servers), as well as new radio console equipment, 
server(s), antennas, and a tower. A new, larger recorder system will also be installed. While the new facility is under construction, the four PSAPs 
within the county will continue to operate as normal. 



During the construction phase, a new Law Enforcement Oversight Committee will begin developing policies and procedures. Once the new law 
enforcement policies and procedures are completed and approved, personnel will be trained on them. Personnel from the primary 9-1-1 center will 
attend NC Division of Criminal Information (DCI)/National Crime Information Center (NCIC) training and emergency police dispatch (EPD) protocol 
training. 



Some Sheriff’s Office telecommunicators will transition to the consolidated 9-1-1 center as they are current County employees. It is anticipated 
that additional personnel will be needed and the interview process to hire additional telecommunicators will begin. 



Equipment and technology will be procured prior to substantial completion of the facility, based on respective lead times. Once the facility is 
complete, equipment will be installed and tested. Once occupancy is granted, Richmond County Emergency Services 9-1-1 personnel will re-
locate to the new facility. Newly hired telecommunicators will continue/begin training in all facets of call taking and dispatching. Current Sheriff’s 
Office telecommunicators, who will be absorbed into the consolidated 9 1 1 center will begin training on the CAD, mapping, and radio console 
systems; standard operating procedures (SOPs); and emergency medical dispatch (EMD), emergency fire dispatch (EFD) and EPD protocols. 
Once trained, the Sheriff’s Office telecommunicators will be merged into the new facility. Subsequent to this move and within 60 days, call taking 
and dispatch functions for the Rockingham and Hamlet police departments will transition into the RCEC consolidated center.  It is anticipated that 
the overall process will take 36 months to complete. 



There are many components to this complex project. Some must be completed in a logical order while other components may take place in 
parallel. The high-level steps to accomplish this project are as follows:

1)	Construct new consolidated 9-1-1 center

2)	Create call taking and dispatching procedures (Law Enforcement Oversight Committee)

3)	Begin interviewing new telecommunicators

4)	Procure equipment for new facility

5)	Begin training current 9-1-1 Center telecommunicators in DCI, EPD, and new policies and procedures 

6)	Begin training current Sheriff’s Office telecommunicators in new policies, technology and protocols

7)	Re-locate primary 9-1-1 center personnel into new RCEC consolidated center

8)	Move Sheriff’s Office telecommunicators into RCEC consolidated center

9)	Transition call taking and dispatching functions for Hamlet and Rockingham police departments into RCEC consolidated center



Attachment 2 contains a high-level timeline.

There are no foreseen compatibility issues. This project expands upon current and maintained compatibility with existing technology in use within 
the primary 9-1-1 center. The consolidation effort will build upon the investment already made by Richmond County law enforcement and the 
primary 9-1-1 center. This project also continues the backup plan approved by the NC 911 Board. 



Richmond County is in a unique position with this consolidation effort. From a dispatch perspective, the primary 9-1-1 center is the only PSAP in 
the county with any call taking and call management technology. The secondary PSAPs do have not CAD or mapping systems. As such, no 
decision is necessary regarding CAD or its associated data. Richmond County Emergency Services utilizes Southern Software for CAD, mapping, 
and geo back office for addressing and alpha numeric paging. All law enforcement agencies within Richmond County utilize Southern Software’s 
Records Management System (RMS), which should provide for a seamless connection among the agencies and the RCEC consolidated center.



The missing technology that would allow connection to the agencies that use Southern Software’s RMS is a mobile CAD system utilizing mobile 
data terminals (MDTs) for law enforcement personnel. Through this grant, it is anticipated to purchase Southern Software’s MDIS product to 
ensure seamless functionality with currently used software programs. Additional CAD and mapping licenses and hardware would be needed to 
meet the goals and objectives of the consolidation effort. 



All software between Richmond County and Scotland County, including the addition of MDIS, is compatible. The addition of MDIS in Richmond 
County also allows for information sharing among Richmond and Scotland counties’ law enforcement agencies by connecting these resources.



Currently, the primary 9-1-1 center utilizes Zetron Series 4000 radio consoles. In addition to the current agencies dispatched, radio capabilities 
include all law enforcement agencies within Richmond County. The secondary PSAPs do not utilize consoles within their agencies, but use mobile 
radios at the dispatch workstations.

Statement of Need



Please identify funding priorities, their impact on operational services, and consequences of not receiving funding.

The N.C. General Assembly has incorporated the definition of a rural county, defined as having a population density of no more than 250 people 
per square mile, into legislation. Richmond County qualifies as a rural county under this definition as it has a population of 98.4 people per square 
mile, per the 2010 U.S. Census.



In addition, the N.C. Department of Commerce annually ranks the 100 counties based on economic well-being and assigns each a Tier 
designation. The 40 most distressed counties are designated as Tier 1, the next 40 are designated as Tier 2, and the 20 least distressed are 
designated as Tier 3. Richmond County is designated as a Tier 1 county in the 2015 County Tier Designation. These designations also support 
the rural designation for Richmond County. Not only is Richmond County rural by population density, but it is distressed and does not have the 
necessary resources to support the needed technology updates and build-out to provide a robust and efficient emergency communications facility 
and systems.



Low population density statistics from the U.S. Census also support the designation of Richmond County as a rural county as set forth by the N.C. 
Rural Economic Development Center. Richmond County’s population is 46,639 with 25.9 percent of the population living below the poverty level 
between 2009 and 2013 based on Census data; Richmond County has a median income of $32,384. Between 2010 and 2013, the population in 
Richmond County also decreased by .5 percent according to U.S. Census data.  



Rockingham is the largest municipality in Richmond County, with a population of 9,558 according to the 2010 U.S. Census. By definition of 
N.C.G.S. 53A-37(5), which states that a rural area is any county in North Carolina which does not include within its boundaries a city, defined by 
N.C.G.S. 160A-1(2), with a population greater than 1 percent of the population of North Carolina. The 2010 U.S. Census listed the population of 
North Carolina to be 9,535,483. Rockingham, Richmond County’s largest city, with a population of 9,558 residents, has considerably less people 
than the 95,355 necessary to represent 1 percent of the state’s population. 



Richmond County well meets the standard for designation as a rural county.

Priorities and the Impact of Failure

The first priority is a single countywide consolidated 9-1-1 center. Creating a single 9-1-1 center will eliminate the need to transfer calls to law 
enforcement agencies within the county, which constitute the majority of 9-1-1 calls within the county. A single 9-1-1 center within Richmond 
County creates a “one stop” call for the emergency services needs of citizens and visitors. To accomplish this priority, a new facility would need to 
be built to provide adequate space to house the RCEC consolidated center. 



Transferring calls creates a liability due to the potential for losing/dropping the caller; it can also cost precious time in life-threatening emergencies. 
Without a new facility, Richmond County cannot consolidate dispatch services, which can create a safety issue for responders. 
Telecommunicators need to be able to share information about incidents with other agencies in real-time in order to create a common operating 
picture. This can occur through technology, such as a CAD system, or through other telecommunicators working within the center.  Without a new 
facility that provides adequate space, operations would continue as they are today, with personnel located in four separate facilities and 
information sharing by telephone. 



Richmond County has both a functional need, and a financial need. Our 9-1-1 system became operational on April 23, 1993. The simple system 
we began with was built in what was a previous two-car underground garage, with outside access from one wall. No consideration was given for 
future needs or growth when this building was purchased.  



Functional issues include electrical, work space, parking, and failure to comply with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements. On the 
advice of Chris Austin, Quick & Sinclair Electrical Services, the County cannot add anything electrical to the Richmond County Emergency 
Services facility, which houses the primary 9-1-1 center. The 9-1-1 center is simply out of electrical capability. During the last upgrade, the current 
electrical service was at full capacity. 



During our technological growth over the years, what began as a small employee breakroom has now become the server room.  Employees have 
no area to eat their lunch away from their work space. If employees use the microwave while the refrigerator and drink machine are running, the 
breakers begin to trip. The drink machine has actually been moved outside the building and is against the facility wall, requiring personnel to exit 
the facility to purchase a drink. Water for coffee and to wash cups is gotten from a small bathroom directly off the center, creating sanitary issues. 
There is no room for expansion in the primary 9-1-1 center, or at any of the secondary PSAP agency facilities to house a consolidated center. 



Another issue that impacts the organization is parking. Not just lack of parking, but the fact the primary 9 1 1 center is on a hill, which makes it 
tricky and somewhat dangerous during inclement weather. In one instance an employee was trying to leave to go home during a winter weather 
event and their vehicle slid off the side of the hill. Our employees have made it safely to work only to pull into the parking lot and have their 
vehicles begin to slide on the ice towards U.S. Highway 74.



As previously mentioned, the current 9-1-1 center was built in an underground garage. To speak with anyone in Administration for the agency, 
individuals must walk up stairs. There is no available space for an elevator that would accommodate individuals now or in the future with 
disabilities. Individuals that use devices to assist with mobility would have a difficult time getting from floor to floor; motorized assistance would 
require the individual to exit the facility and traverse the parking lots and hills, and deal with traffic, all of which are impractical, improbable, and 
present numerous safety concerns. 



Attachment 13 contains photographs of the primary 9-1-1 Center.



Based on N.C.G.S. 62A-46(c), 9-1-1 funds received through the NC 911 Board may not be used to purchase, build or renovate a dispatch center.  
Neither the County’s nor municipalities’ current dispatch centers can meet the space needs required of consolidation. Individually or collectively, 
the local governments do not have the funding capability to construct a facility to house a consolidated 9-1-1 center. Lack of funding for a facility to 
meet the needs of a consolidation effort is a major reason consolidation has not occurred previously.  Without funding in the form of a grant, this 
consolidation project will not be possible.



The second funding priority is to ensure that the new facility and systems continue to meet Scotland County’s needs for a backup facility, as well 
as the requirements of the NC 911 Board.  In accomplishing the first priority, it will be necessary to ensure that the new facility allows for adequate 
space to accommodate Scotland County’s personnel should their 9 1 1 center experience a failure and require evacuation. A multi-use area is 
planned to accomplish this. 



The third priority for the consolidation project is to provide telecommunicators that are trained and certified to use standardized call processing and



Please provide a copy of your PSAP's long-term or strategic technology plan and identify how the project fits within it.

dispatch techniques, while meeting operational goals and standards established by the NC 911 Board and applicable/adopted nationally 
recognized industry standards. To meet this priority, telecommunicators would be trained and certified/credentialed as 9-1-1 telecommunications 
professionals. Call processing would be standardized by utilizing nationally recognized protocols. The implementation of a QA program will ensure 
all callers and responders receive the set standard of care.



The fourth priority of the consolidation is to plan, implement and prepare for using information in an NG9 1-1 environment. To accomplish this 
priority requires implementation of IP-based nationally recognized NENA and APCO standards for updating hardware and software that could be 
utilized for an NG9-1-1 system. The addition of mobile CAD, to include automatic vehicle location (AVL), in law enforcement vehicles would 
improve information sharing and prepare to utilize NG9-1-1 data. This would promote safety for the officers by providing access to information 
from all law enforcement agencies within the county. The AVL aspect of mobile CAD would allow telecommunicators to send the closest unit to an 
emergency, potentially allowing for a more rapid response to a citizen’s need along with better utilization of resources. An additional way to 
improve information sharing would be implementation of the PS Aware application. This “app” would be deployed to supervisors, chiefs and 
directors of public safety agencies and would provide important situational awareness of individual agencies at any given time. This goal would 
meet the changing communications and information needs of all law enforcement, fire and rescue/EMS services by creating a communications 
system that is expandable to meet the changing needs of first responders.



The fifth priority of this project is to establish one countywide PSAP to achieve true interoperability, communications compatibility and excellent 
emergency communications between first responders of Richmond County through information sharing, including with the EOC during activations. 
A common radio system to improve communications capability to and among field responders is needed. The use of the State VIPER radio 
system would achieve radio interoperability among all first responders. Utilization of the State VIPER radio system would improve mutual aid 
capability for field responders and resources from within and from outside the county, if needed. 



Importance of Grant Funding

Without grant funding, Richmond County cannot build an appropriately sized facility to house the RCEC consolidated center and provide space to 
meet the interlocal agreement to serve as Scotland County’s backup PSAP facility. While some of the listed priorities include 911 Fund allowable 
expenses, Richmond County has limited funds to cover these costs over the grant period and still maintain its current system until consolidation 
occurs. Most of the priorities of the RCEC consolidation project are not 911 Fund allowable expenses. The distribution of 911 funds to Richmond 
County annually is $342,626. This annual distribution must be expended on legislated eligible costs as mandated general statute:



§62A-46. Fund distribution to PSAPs.

(c)	Use of Funds. - A PSAP that receives a distribution from the 911 Fund may not use the amount received to pay for the lease or purchase of real 
estate, cosmetic remodeling of emergency dispatch centers, hiring or compensating telecommunicators, or the purchase of mobile 
communications vehicles, ambulances, fire engines, or other emergency vehicles. Distributions received by a PSAP may be used only to pay for 
the following:

(1)	The lease, purchase, or maintenance of:

a.	Emergency telephone equipment, including necessary computer hardware, software, and database provisioning.

b.	Addressing.

c.	Telecommunicator furniture.

d.	Dispatch equipment located exclusively within a building where a PSAP or back-up PSAP is located, excluding the costs of base station 
transmitters, towers, microwave links, and antennae used to dispatch emergency call information from the PSAP or back-up PSAP.

(1a)	The nonrecurring costs of establishing a 911 system.

(2)	Expenditures for in-State training of 911 personnel regarding the maintenance and operation of the 911 system. Allowable training expenses 
include the cost of transportation, lodging, instructors, certifications, improvement programs, quality assurance training, training associated with 
call taking, and emergency medical, fire, or law enforcement procedures, and training specific to managing a PSAP or supervising PSAP staff. 
Training outside the State is not an eligible expenditure unless the training is unavailable in the State or the PSAP documents that the training 
costs are less if received out-of-state. Training specific to the receipt of 911 calls is allowed only for intake and related call taking quality assurance 
and improvement. Instructor certification costs and course required prerequisites, including physicals, psychological exams, and drug testing, are 
not allowable expenditures.

(3)	Charges associated with the service supplier's 911 service and other service supplier recurring charges. The PSAP providing 911 service is 
responsible to the voice communications service provider for all 911 installation, service, equipment, operation, and maintenance charges owed to 
the voice communications service provider. A PSAP may contract with a voice communications service provider on terms agreed to by the PSAP 
and the provider.



911 funds cannot be used to address space needs, improve interoperability between first responders, or to cover the costs associated with 
information sharing for first responders by covering all costs associated with mobile CAD. The 2016 projected budget (Attachment 3) is completely 
assigned with no excess funds available, other than the 911 Fund balance. Future efforts to provide funding for a consolidation project (new facility 
and addition of radio resources and other technology) would require a significant tax increase and debt incurrence for Richmond County, which is 
not feasible. The Richmond County budget contains funds to maintain the current facility and systems using 911 funds and general funds. 
Richmond County does not have the tax base to invest in building a facility to accommodate the RCEC consolidated center, provide for improving 
the communications between first responders or adding the additional technology for law enforcement. 



Richmond County will not be able to consolidate dispatch services unless a grant to assist with building a new facility and procure associated 
technology is awarded. Sales tax revenue is finally steady after dropping the previous two years. Over the past 20 years, Richmond County has 
lost many manufacturing facilities that employed a large number of residents and produced tax revenue for the county. Five major manufacturing 
companies have left the county, increasing unemployment. The National Association of Stock Car Auto Racing left the Rockingham Speedway not 
once but twice. Currently, Cascade Industries is leaving Richmond County, taking over sixty jobs with it. There are very few dollars available from 
general funds to pay for a facility to house a consolidated center.



Please identify the likelihood of completing the project without grant funding, the availability of other funding source(s) for the project, 
including 911 fund balance, the percentage of grant funding being requested in relation to total project costs.

The proposed grant-funded RCEC consolidation project fully encompasses the entire strategic plan to include interoperable radio communications 
between first responders and primary PSAP facility construction. The 911 Fund balance of Richmond County supports the strategic plan through 
funding of eligible expenses. 



The vision of Richmond County is to consolidate emergency call taking and dispatching services for all public safety response agencies in the 
county. This can only be accomplished through the construction of a new primary PSAP facility, interoperable radio system, and addition of 
technology for law enforcement in the field.  This vision also includes provisions to meet the Interlocal Agreement between Richmond and 
Scotland counties for backup PSAP capabilities for Scotland County. 



To accomplish the consolidation initiative, other critical supporting systems must be upgraded and reconfigured to accommodate a consolidated 
countywide operation. These critical systems include the following:

•	Expand CAD system and update mapping

•	Add circuitry, trunks and equipment 

•	Update logging recorder

•	Add mobile CAD/AVL



Attachment 4 contains the complete Strategic Plan.

Without a North Carolina E-911 Consolidation Grant Program award, Richmond County will not be able to pursue consolidation. The subject of 
consolidation has been discussed several times over the years. This current opportunity has presented itself where all players, Richmond County, 
Richmond County Sheriff’s Office, the City of Hamlet and the City of Rockingham, have agreed and decided this was the next necessary step to 
improve and create a more efficient emergency reporting system. Without grant funding, this consolidation will not happen and the opportunity 
may not present itself again for quite some time.  



Even without a grant, the need will still exist for a new facility, and funding is simply not available. There are no other sources of revenue available. 
Please reference the last three years of the Emergency Communications budget (Attachments 5-7) and the 2015-2016 projected budget 
(Attachment 3) to view the complete assignment of funds. It is not fiscally or politically wise for Richmond County to pursue increasing taxes or 
incurring additional debt to fund a consolidation project. The financially distressed status of Richmond County further illustrates the great difficulty 
it would take to fund such an initiative. 



911 Fund Balance

The current and anticipated 911 fund balance will continue to be applied to eligible costs, but are insufficient and ineligible to cover construction of 
the new facility and fund technology for law enforcement for information sharing and radios for interoperability. Richmond County has a 911 fund 
balance of $85,286.21. Of this amount, $74,331.21 will need to be maintained as contingent funds should equipment, such as a server or 
computers, fail and need replacing; leaving $10,955 to be applied toward the consolidation project. The 2016 annual PSAP distribution for 
Richmond County is $342,626. The anticipated cost of 911 for the projected 2016 budget is $321,549, which leaves $21,077 annually, $63,231 
over three years. Between the two, this represents $74,186, over the anticipated grant period of three years, which could be used towards eligible 
expenses of this project.  This money will be used towards the technology needed to support a consolidated center, such as the upgraded logging 
recorder system. 



Attachment 8 contains information on Richmond County’s 911 Fund Balance. 



Other Funding Sources

The current and anticipated revenue from 911 funds and general funds is not sufficient to support a consolidation effort without a significant and 
unrealistic tax increase or bond issuance. Due to the current economic state of Richmond County, this level of revenue acquisition is not fiscally or 
politically possible. 



Richmond County has a total county budget of $48,377,390 with a total fund balance of $14,073,392. The general fund budget is allocated to the 
ongoing support of County-provided services and debt reduction. An Unassigned Fund Balance of $7,609,198 is also included and is described as 
general fund balance for lean revenue months, emergencies and disaster recovery costs.  By maintaining these unreserved and undesignated 
fund balances, Richmond County is following best practices in fiscal responsibility and as such cannot assign these funds to a project of this 
magnitude without damaging the fiscal standing of the County, and without exposing the county to risk. It is the recommendation of the North 
Carolina Local Government Commission to maintain an absolute minimum unreserved fund balance of 8 percent of expenditures for operating 
during lean months. 



The only additional funds that might be accessible to assist with construction of a new facility are through the Department of Homeland Security. 
The funds available through this federal grant program are limited and unlikely in the face of the current economic climate. 



Percentage of Costs Requiring Grant Funding

The Project Fund Request Table (Attachment 9) outlines the project costs totaling $10,007,837 of which $9,933,651 is requested for this project. 
The requested amount represents 99.26 percent of the total project costs. The requested funding covers eligible costs where current 911 funds 
are not available and non-eligible costs that cannot be funded through 911 funds nor are available from County’s general funds as previously 
explained in this grant application. 



If Richmond County is awarded funding for this consolidation initiative, professional support will be needed to manage the various components of 
this complex project. Richmond County intends to hire Mission Critical Partners (MCP) to provide this professional support and overall program 
management services. Costs were derived from a projection of time, site visits and anticipated tasking.

Consolidation Project Governance Plan



This study is required for all consolidation projects. Consolidation projects involve combining two or more PSAPs into a single 
primary PSAP with an integrated management structure that serves the same populations and jurisdictions prieviously served by 
such independent PSAPs. In addition to providing this governance plan, the localities that govern the PSAPs involved in the 
consolidation must provide interlocal agreements in support of consolidation, copies of which must be attached to the application 
submission.

Indicate how a consolidation would take place and improve service.



Indicate how the consolidated PSAP should be organized and staffed.

Improving Service Levels

Currently, all 911 calls are received by the County’s primary 9-1-1 center, which processes and dispatches all fire, rescue/EMS and emergency 
management calls. Any law enforcement calls within the city of Rockingham are transferred to the Rockingham Police Department. Currently, 
Rockingham Police Department has no technological capability to view or use automatic number identification/automatic location identification 
(ANI/ALI) information. This secondary PSAP does not utilize a CAD system or appropriate mapping program. The on-duty telecommunicator at the 
Rockingham Police Department utilizes a portable radio with a shoulder microphone to maintain contact with field units.



Law enforcement calls inside the city of Hamlet are transferred to Hamlet Police Department. Like Rockingham, the Hamlet Police Department 
has no technological capability to view or use ANI/ALI information, nor do they have a CAD system or appropriate mapping program. The on-duty 
telecommunicator at the Hamlet Police Department utilizes a mobile radio to maintain contact with field units.



Law enforcement calls outside the municipal city limits of Rockingham and Hamlet are transferred to the Richmond County Sheriff’s Office. As with 
Rockingham and Hamlet, the Sheriff’s Office has no technological capability to view or use ANI/ALI information and does not have a CAD system 
or appropriate mapping program. The on-duty telecommunicator at the Sheriff’s Office utilizes a split head mobile radio to maintain contact with 
field units. 



Attachments 14-16 contain photographs of the secondary PSAPs.



Each of these agencies maintains a single telecommunicator the majority of the time, with the exception of the Sheriff’s Office, which may have 
two telecommunicators on-duty during the dayshift hours. Anytime these agencies receive multiple calls for service, it is easy for them to become 
overwhelmed. Considering most of these agencies periodically experience high-risk and/or serious events, the probability of a single 
telecommunicator missing important radio transmissions or being unable to answer incoming calls in a timely fashion is increased, potentially 
exposing the center to liability.



The primary 9-1-1 center currently has two telecommunicator positions staffed 24 hours a day, with a peak telecommunicator daily from 10:00 
a.m. to 10:00 p.m.  Through consolidation, the cities of Rockingham and Hamlet and the Sheriff’s Office would transition their dispatch operations 
into the primary 9-1-1 center, creating a new agency (RCEC consolidated center) that would process all 9-1-1 calls for services for the citizens of 
Richmond County. With this consolidation, there would be a minimum of five telecommunicators per shift to handle all incoming calls for service 
and dispatch all first responder agencies in the county. This will greatly reduce the chances that a telecommunicator will become overwhelmed 
and eliminate the need to transfer calls to the law enforcement agencies. 



To accomplish this consolidation, a new facility will be required to provide necessary space for employees and to support the interlocal agreement 
for backup PSAP capabilities for Scotland County. Having all agencies within a consolidated center, all telecommunicators should know what is 
occurring within the county. Having all agencies dispatched from a single location can potentially save time by having responders dispatched more 
quickly once a call for service comes into the center, and when assigning multiple agencies to an incident. 



The current facility that houses the primary 9-1-1 center is not sufficient in size and cannot be renovated. None of the secondary PSAPs’ current 
facilities will meet the needs of a consolidated center. Richmond County is proposing construction of a new facility on land owned by the County. 
The land is located on Airport Road.



Attachment 10 contains an aerial of the proposed parcel for the new facility. 



Purchases

Purchases pursuant to this grant will be made utilizing existing contracts, state or other preexisting purchasing vehicles, or competitive 
procurement processes where appropriate. All expenditures that are eligible under N.C.G.S. §62A 46(c) will be made in support of the RCEC 
consolidated center to maximize the technology systems, equipment and services. As part of the interlocal agreements for this consolidation, all 
purchases and the facility built will be the property of Richmond County. 



As outlined in the interlocal agreements for this consolidation, section H, no agency will be charged for consolidation of dispatch services into the 
RCEC consolidated center. This was offered to encourage agencies to participate in the consolidation initiative. The RCEC consolidated center is 
intended to be a self-sufficient entity financed through 911 fees, grants and funds provided by the County. 



Attachment 1 contains the Interlocal Agreements.



Resource Sharing

The consolidation of the primary 9-1-1 center with the secondary PSAPs will improve service on several levels. It will eliminate the need to transfer 
calls to the law enforcement agencies within the county, which will save call processing time when it is needed most. The consolidation will also 
make technology available where there was none. The consolidation will allow for mobile CAD to be implemented with AVL and the connection of 
current RMS systems. Without grant funding, the ability to build the technology infrastructure for information sharing among law enforcement 
agencies in the county is cost prohibitive.



Following the consolidations, Richmond County Emergency Services will continue to use the currently established Richmond County policies and 
protocols including, but not limited to, those for call taking, dispatching and employment. A Law Enforcement Oversight Committee will establish 
call taking and dispatching procedures for newly added law enforcement responsibilities, which will be incorporated into the currently established 
Richmond County policies and protocols. 



Consistent training and SOPs will be used to ensure the same high level of emergency communications services are provided to all citizens of 
Richmond County. Improvements to emergency responder safety will result from the use of consistent call taking protocols that conform to 
industry standards such as those detailed in NFPA 1221 and by NENA, APCO and IAED, to ensure that all pertinent information is obtained and 
passed to emergency responders. Further, use of the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the National Response Plan in the 
consolidated center, as well as the field, will ensure that any local, regional or large-scale incidents are managed as effectively and efficiently as 
possible.



Indicate what services the consolidated PSAP should perform.

The RCEC consolidated center will be operated by Richmond County. Current 9-1-1 staff will remain employees of Richmond County. The primary 
9-1-1 center is currently staffed by a Director, Deputy Director, Training Officer/Operations Manager, and an Addressing/QA Assistant, who will 
continue their roles in the consolidated center. The primary 9-1-1 center is staffed by 12 full-time telecommunicators, which includes supervisors. 
The primary 9-1-1 center will absorb the workload of the secondary PSAPs and will assume 6 telecommunicators from the Richmond County 
Sheriff’s Office, bringing the staffing to a total of 18. 



Richmond County intends to hire a minimum of two additional telecommunicators to ensure success of the RCEC consolidated center. This will 
bring the authorized staffing level to 20 telecommunicators. 



In order to best serve the law enforcement agencies, a Law Enforcement Oversight Committee has been established. This committee will provide:

•	Oversight of the law enforcement call taking and dispatch protocols.

•	Recommendations for necessary changes in the law enforcement call taking and dispatching protocols.

•	Assist the Director in resolving service level issues that arise among the law enforcement agencies.



Attachment 1 contains a copy of the executed interlocal agreements between Richmond County and the City of Hamlet and the City of 
Rockingham, as well as a copy of the executed interdepartmental agreement between the Richmond County Sheriff and the Director of 
Emergency Services for consolidating dispatch services between the two county departments.

The RCEC consolidated center will receive and process all E9-1-1 wireline, wireless and voice over IP (VoIP) calls from within Richmond County. 
The consolidated center will dispatch the appropriate law enforcement, fire and/or EMS/rescue and emergency management agencies and 
provide support for those agencies during active incidents. The agencies to be served by the RCEC consolidated center include the following:

•	Richmond County Sheriff’s Office

•	Hamlet Police Department

•	Rockingham Police Department

•	Cordova Fire and Rescue

•	Derby Fire Department

•	East Rockingham Fire Department

•	Ellerbe Fire Department

•	Hamlet Fire and Rescue

•	Hoffman Fire and Rescue

•	Mt. Creek Fire Department

•	Northside Fire Department

•	Rockingham Fire Department

•	Richmond County Rescue Squad

•	Ellerbe Rescue Squad

•	Richmond County Emergency Management

•	North Carolina Forestry Service



Complaint/Problem Resolution Process

For incident-specific issues, a police, fire or EMS/rescue field supervisor would contact the on-duty 9 1 1 supervisor to discuss the complaint or 
problem. The 9-1-1 supervisor will document the discussion and attempt to resolve the issue. If immediate resolution is not possible, the 9-1-1 
supervisor will forward the documentation to the Emergency Services Director for further action. The Emergency Services Director will respond to 
the agency head within 10 working days with the results of any further investigation or research. 



For citizen-initiated complaints, the on-duty 9-1-1 supervisor will gather all pertinent information from the citizen. If immediate resolution is not 
possible, the 9-1-1 supervisor will forward the documentation to the Emergency Services Director for further action. The Emergency Services 
Director will work with agency supervisors for any further investigation or research. The agency supervisor will also determine if any portion of the 
complaint relates to actions on the part of the field personnel. If so, the agency supervisor will forward all pertinent information to the appropriate 
field supervisor for resolution. 



Any issues relating to law enforcement dispatch call taking and dispatch protocols will be resolved by the Emergency Services Director and the 
Law Enforcement Oversight Committee.

The RCEC consolidated center will use the existing Richmond County policy structure, within which the newly created law enforcement call taking 
and dispatching procedures will be incorporated. The Emergency Services Director and the Law Enforcement Oversight Committee will determine 
which current policies and procedures may require modification or which are no longer pertinent.



The Emergency Services Director is charged with enforcing set policies and procedures. All RCEC consolidated center staff will receive training 
on the new policies and refresher training as appropriate. Any violations of the policies and procedures will be handled in accordance with 
established disciplinary guidelines.

Richmond County 911 is a division under Richmond County Emergency Services. The consolidated center, once operational, will be funded in the 
following manner: 1) use of 911 fees to fund eligible expenses, 2) through appropriations from Richmond County general funds, and 3) grant 
opportunities.



As outlined in section H. of the interlocal agreements, Richmond County will take over the call taking and dispatching functions of the Rockingham 
and Hamlet police departments, without charge, to encourage participation in the consolidation initiative. Richmond County general funds are 
already appropriated for six telecommunicator positions at the Richmond County Sheriff’s Office. These six positions will be transitioned to the 
Emergency Services budget once the consolidation occurs. 



The County Manager has already given his support for the additional two positions that will need to be hired.

Indicate how consolidated PSAP policies should be made and changed.

Indicate how the consolidated PSAP should be funded exclusive of grant funding.

Indicate what changes or improvements should be made to inter-communications among the local governments participating in the 
consolidation in order to better support operations.



Required for all Regional Initiative Enhancement/Replacement project types. Regional initiative enhancement/replacement 
projects are regional approaches which provide for shared use of the components that support E-911, such as equipment, 
resources, and/or co-location of technology. Such projects may involve two or more primary PSAPs.

What is the relationship of participating PSAPs to the initiative? Provide MOUs between PSAPs identifying each participant PSAP's 
responsibilities to the project.

Identify intended collaborative efforts

Identify how resource sharing will take place.

Indicate how the initiative impacts the operational or strategic plans of the participating agencies.

Financial Data

Amount Requested

Total Project Cost

A budget and budget narrative must be supplied for all types of projects, as well as a copy of the applicant agency's approved FY 
2012 PSAP budget.

List planned expenditures.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$10,007,837.00

$9,933,651.00

Budget and Budget Narrative

Regional Initiative Enhancement/Replacement Project

Current 911 Fund Balance $85,286.21

Discuss sustainability of the consolidation project during the proposed term of the project, and for the foreseeable future.

To best serve law enforcement operations in the RCEC consolidated center, a Law Enforcement Oversight Committee will represent the interests 
of the law enforcement agencies in PSAP operations. Within the established structure of the policies and procedures of Richmond County 911, the 
Law Enforcement Oversight Committee will have the responsibility of shaping call taking and dispatch procedures for law enforcement incidents. 
At the onset of the consolidation effort, the committee will meet at least monthly to begin discussions, then transition to quarterly. If needed, 
special meetings can be called for discussion of items that require immediate attention. 



The municipalities and the Richmond County Sheriff agreed in the signed interlocal agreements and interdepartmental agreement, respectively, to 
cooperate in the many complex aspects of transitioning into a single countywide 9-1-1 center. Richmond County will fully operate the RCEC 
consolidated center, with no employees from the City of Hamlet or City of Rockingham automatically transitioning to the consolidated center. The 
six telecommunicator positions that are currently part of the Richmond County Sheriff’s Office will transition to the consolidated center as they are 
current County employees. Richmond County will hire two additional telecommunicators to meet the needs of the stakeholder agencies and 
citizens. 



Richmond County Emergency Services will continue to use the established policies and protocols following consolidation, including newly formed 
policies and procedures created by the Law Enforcement Oversight Committee, and are not limited to those for call taking and dispatching and 
employment. Other services such as other non-emergency communications functions will remain the responsibility of the individual agencies.



The Emergency Services Director will manage the RCEC consolidated center. The Director will provide leadership to the center, will be the 
administrative head of the center, and will be responsible for handling personnel and administrative matters. The Director will prepare and manage 
the budget for the RCEC consolidated center. The Director will review, evaluate and implement, if needed, proposals from the Law Enforcement 
Oversight Committee regarding changes to service levels, performance standards and operational procedures relating to the law enforcement 
dispatch protocols.

The consolidation of the primary 9-1-1 center and the three secondary PSAPs in Richmond County has been discussed many times over the 
years. In the past three years, these discussions have become more fruitful as technology has advanced. Many functions the secondary PSAPs 
would like to have are not allowable 911 expenses and local funding is simply not available. The secondary PSAPs would need the technology of 
the primary 9-1-1 center in order to provide technology to the officers in the field. It is simply not cost effective for the three secondary PSAPs to 
attempt to implement the technology and capabilities of the primary 9-1-1 center. To create efficiencies and aid in cost saving measures, a 
consolidation is the logical next step for emergency services in Richmond County.  The grant request is to cover the cost of the new facility to 
house a consolidated center, implement technology that allows for information sharing among law enforcement agencies, and allow purchase of 
radios for fire and rescue apparatus for interoperability. Recurring costs will be covered by the Richmond County general fund. 



Anticipated Savings

A consolidation of the secondary PSAPs into the primary 9-1-1 center will create cost efficiencies from economies of scale. If the law enforcement 
agencies did not consolidate, duplicative technology would need to be purchased to provide a consistent level of service across the county to all 
citizens. With consolidation, recurring maintenance and replacement costs will be for single systems rather than separate systems.



Current 911 Fund Balance - The current 911 fund balance for Richmond County is $85,286.21 with $74,186 available to contribute towards 
eligible costs over the three year grant period. 



Amount Requested - The total amount requested is $9,933,651. This represents 99.26 percent of the overall project cost of $10,007,837. 
Richmond County will be contributing $74,186 from the 911 Fund balance to cover the cost of the associated upgrade of the logging recorder as 
well as donation of the land on which the facility will be built.



Total Project Cost - The total project cost is $10,007,837. This amount represents the project costs for constructing a new facility ($4,499,045); the 
technology within the new consolidated center, to include dispatch furniture, and necessary radio tower ($3,522,798); utilization of nationally 
recognized protocols for law enforcement ($170,205); technology for law enforcement in the field to allow for information sharing and preparing to 
receive NG-9-11 information ($1,085,423); mobile radios for fire and rescue/EMS apparatus for interoperability ($256,731); and professional 
project management to assure the success of the project ($472,140). 



Attachment 11 contains the facility cost estimate. Attachment 12 contains the vendor quotes. 



The total project budget of $10,007,837 has distinct components and individual components and the individual components are itemized as 
follows:

•	New Facility								$4,499,045

•	Building Security							$25,500

•	Implementation of national call processing protocols		$170,205

•	Telephony								$576,135

•	IP Telephony ESInet							$659,825

•	CAD/Mapping								$117,500

•	MDIS Software							$197,675

•	Pictometry								$85,872

•	Dispatch Radio Consoles/Tower					$622,545

•	Logging Recorder							$75,681

•	Dispatch Furniture and Chairs					$234,002

•	Mobile Data Terminals/Hardware/Software/Connectivity		$887,748

•	Computers/Server/Network/Connectivity				$1,047,233

•	Generator								$80,000

•	800 MHZ radios							$256,731

•	Professional Consultant Services					$472,140

Grant funding is sought for the construction costs for a new facility, which will also serve as a backup site for Scotland County. The budgetary 
estimates for the construction costs are attached and provide the basis for other costs and fees associated with the project. 



Grant funding is also sought for the technology within the new facility and associated computer hardware and connectivity. The planned upgrades 
to the CAD system, 9-1-1 telephony, mapping, dispatch furniture, and logging recorder are necessary to support the new consolidated center. A 
total amount of $74,186 will be contributed from the 911 surcharge fund balance. ‘



The Project Fund Request Table (Attachment 9) depicts the project costs totaling $10,007,837, contributions from Richmond County of $74,186 
and the resulting requested funding amount of $9,933,651. The requested funding covers those non-eligible costs that cannot be funded through 
911 funds and those that are eligible expenses, but 911 funds are insufficient to cover those expenses nor available from Richmond County’s 
general funds as previously discussed in this application.



Justification and Relation to the Project

Facility Needs: The first priority is the need for a facility to house the new primary PSAP. Building security is needed for secured access to the 
facility itself, and to the hardened area within the facility.

None of the PSAPs can house a consolidated center. The primary 9-1-1 center, which is the largest dispatch facility within Richmond County, has 
no space to add the necessary workspaces and supporting staff. This facility does not have the necessary room for the equipment nor does it 
have the necessary ceiling height. There are other functional issues with the primary 9-1-1 center, such as parking issues and lack of growth 
space. The current primary 9-1-1 center barely provides space to serve as the backup PSAP for Scotland County. 



There are other functional issues with the primary 9-1-1 center. There is no break room for the telecommunicators. The original break room was 
large and did have a refrigerator, microwave and a table; this room is now the server room, which is too small with low ceilings. The very small 
original server room is now a break room. There are also water issues with the building as it is built on a hill. There are water stains on the wall 
and some type of fungus growing under the paint. 



Attachment 13 contains photographs of the primary 9-1-1 Center.



Technology Needs: Along with the new facility, the technology and other infrastructure within the 9-1-1 center will need to be upgraded and 
expanded to meet the needs of consolidation. As outlined in this grant, 911 funds that could pay for normally allowable 911 expenses are 
extremely limited. Richmond County can contribute $74,186 towards the total project cost. The upgrades needed in support of the consolidation 
are to the 9-1-1 telephony, CAD system, logging recorder, mapping, and Pictometry, and associated computer hardware to include servers, 
uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) and connectivity. 



911 Equipment and Services:  



911 CPE upgrade and related services     $576,135

Equipment and software necessary to upgrade and expand the 9-1-1 CPE to current version and additional workspaces to accommodate the 
consolidation, provide refresher training for staff, related services. At the time of this project, it will be time to upgrade the current 9-1-1 telephone 
equipment to include the switch. It will have been over five years since the last upgrade during this grant project.



IP-based Telephone ESInet     $659,825

Installation of an NG9-1-1 telephony ESInet to prepare for next generation information and information sharing.



Radio System and Equipment and Services:



Provide a budget narrative that briefly explains the reason for each requested budget item.

Dispatch Consoles and Tower     $622,545

Update current radio consoles and expand to additional positions as a result of the consolidation and meet the interlocal agreement with Scotland 
County for a backup facility. During the course of this grant, the current equipment will be over five years old and ready for refresh. 



800 megahertz (MHz) Mobile Radios     $256,731

Purchase Motorola APX 4500 mobile radios for fire and rescue/EMS apparatus throughout the county for radio interoperability. All law 
enforcement agencies currently use the State VIPER 800 MHz radios. Fire departments use ultra high frequency (UHF) and rescue/EMS agencies 
use very high frequency (VHF) radios. In the event these agencies had to work together on a large incident, such as a search and rescue event or 
a large-scale countywide disaster, there is no current interoperable way for these agencies to work together. It would be more cost effective to 
purchase 800 MHz mobile radios for all fire and rescue/EMS agencies than purchase either two radios for each law enforcement vehicle in the 
county or a single dual-band mobile for each. With the 800 MHz radios, all public safety agencies would have access to common Richmond 
County talkgroups for interoperability. 



Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Equipment Software and Services:  



CAD/Mapping     $117,500

Additional licenses of CAD and mapping software to accommodate additional workspaces needed as a result of the consolidation and to meet the 
need for backup positions for Scotland County. 



Pictometry     $85,872

Currently, Pictometry is used to complement the orthos used in the MDS software. It is now time to update the warehouse imagery. 



Logging Recorder     $75,681

During this grant project, it will be time to refresh and update the digital logging recorder. This recorder will also allow for recording of Scotland 
County 9-1-1 center traffic should they need to evacuate to Richmond County during a time of disaster or failure.



MDIS     $197,675

To meet one of the priorities of this consolidation grant, mobile CAD software/licenses would be purchased to allow for connectivity to current 
RMS and Jail Management System (JMS) to allow for information sharing among law enforcement. Mobile CAD will also provide a foundation to 
receive NG9 1-1 data and incident information in the field in the future.



MDTs and other Hardware/Software/Connectivity     $887,748.

MDTs and associated hardware, software and connectivity needed to run mobile CAD software to allow for information sharing between dispatch 
and field officers and sharing information from RMS and JMS. This also provides a foundation to send pictures and other information in an NG9-1-
1 environment.  



Computers/Servers/Monitors/Status Boards/Fiber Connection     $1,047,233

To meet the needs of the consolidation, new computers, monitors and servers would be needed. Status boards for the dispatch center along with 
a fiber connection will also be needed. Control equipment for displaying information throughout the building will also be needed. This will allow for 
ample workstations for the consolidation and for serving as the Scotland County backup PSAP. 



Dispatch Furniture     $234,002

The current furniture will be five years old during this project and would need to be updated along with additional workspaces added to meet the 
needs of the consolidation; this includes dispatch chairs. 



Law Enforcement Call Protocols     $170,205

One of the priorities of this project is to provide a standard level of service with law enforcement calls and to accomplish this, the implementation 
of nationally recognized call processing protocols for law enforcement would be necessary. To ensure a well-rounded program, the QA program 
would also be implemented as a measure of meeting the standard level of service.



Generator     $80,000

As part of disaster preparation, a new generator for the newly constructed facility would be necessary and would meet the pending operational 
rules of the NC 911 Board.



Professional Services Project Management     $472,140

Richmond County intends to hire Mission Critical Partners (MCP) for project management and coordination of all project components, to include 
grant reporting, procurement support, coordination between vendors and vendor oversight, transition planning and implementation. This estimate 
was based on similar work for other clients.



Estimated construction costs for the new facility are provided in Attachment 11 and provide the basis of other costs and fees associated with the 
project. Costs include a contingency factor due to preliminary nature of the project as well as an allowance for cost escalation projected to the 
scheduled mid-point constructions for the new facility.



State how you will follow applicable procurement law, rules, and policies.

If the project will have ongoing expenses, such as monthly recurring charges, describe plans and specific sources for future/long-term 
funding and demonstrate how the project will be sustained in the future without additional 911 Grant Program funding.

The overall goal of the RCEC consolidation project, as stated earlier, is to improve emergency service communications capabilities from, to and 
between the 9-1-1 center and first responders, including the EOC during activations. Consolidating the current primary 9-1-1 center and the three 
law enforcement secondary PSAPs into a consolidated center will create better efficiencies among all emergency services within the county and 
improve the delivery of service to the citizens and visitors to Richmond County.



To accomplish this overall goal, a new facility will need to be constructed. The primary 9-1-1 center is the largest of the PSAPs in Richmond 
County, but is still too small to meet the space needs resulting from a consolidation and to meet the interlocal agreement with Scotland County. 
The current building could not be renovated or expanded as there is no space available on the current parcel. Not only is there a need for space, 
but a more efficient facility as a whole. For example, parking is not only limited but at times dangerous. During winter weather events, 
telecommunicators and support staff must park on a hill just to gain access to the building. On occasions during snow and ice, telecommunicators 
are attempting to leave the parking area only to have their vehicles slide off a hill. 



The primary PSAP has taken what was the employee break room and converted it to the server room because of needed space. When the server 
room was moved to the previous break room, the ceilings were too low and the tiles had to be removed to allow for air flow to the equipment. What 
is now referred to as the employee break room provides only enough space for lockers, a refrigerator and a spot for a microwave. This provides 
limited walking space between the lockers and the refrigerator. 



A new facility would provide ample workspace needed for consolidated operations and provide for future growth. This new facility is the 
cornerstone to the overall plan to improve services and communications.



With the new building and the estimation of when the building would be complete, it will be time for technology refresh of almost all items within 
the primary 9-1-1 center. Also to accommodate consolidation, additional workspaces would be needed above what the primary 9-1-1 center 
currently has in place. Telephony, computers, servers, logging recorder, dispatch console software and hardware and furniture would all be 
scheduled for refresh.



Currently, the primary 9-1-1 center utilizes IAED’s EMD and EFD protocol systems for standardized call processing of emergency calls. The 
consolidation would bring the law enforcement agencies into the center. The implementation of IAED’s EPD system would ensure the continuation 
of standardized call processing and dispatching of all calls for service. 



Part of the consolidation discussions for the past four years has been about information sharing. During these discussions, secondary PSAPs 
learned that each agency would need a CAD system that would allow for officers in the field to access active calls and share information between 
agencies. As part of this consolidation, the addition of MDTs and the MDIS mobile CAD software with AVL units will allow information sharing 
between agencies and allow units in the field to see active calls for service and the location of units in the field. This will also provide a means to 
receive pictures or video when an NG9 1 1 system is in place. The addition of the AVL component is also is a safety feature for accountability. If 
an officer cannot be reached by radio, AVL will allow the telecommunicator to know the location of the officer’s vehicle for a safety check.



The final piece of this project is interoperability among first responders, dispatch and the EOC. A foundation to allow all emergency services to 
communicate when responding to the same event or large-scale emergency is a common radio capability. Currently, all law enforcement agencies 
use the State VIPER radio system. Fire and rescue/EMS utilize UHF and VHF radios for communications. By providing each fire and rescue/EMS 
unit within the county with an 800 MHz mobile radio, interoperable communications would be possible with local talkgroups. This not only make all 
emergency services interoperable within Richmond County, but also regionally.



Each component outlined as part of the itemized budget helps to lay a foundational piece for Richmond County to maintain and build to the next 
level. Currently funding is not available to put these necessary pieces into place. In order to achieve the goal of improving emergency services 
capabilities, these are the necessary pieces.

Any products or services for the consolidation project will be procured by Richmond County in the name of the new PSAP, Richmond County 
Emergency Communications. All items will be the property and responsibility of Richmond County for the benefit of the countywide consolidated 
PSAP.



Richmond County follows the N.C. Purchase and Contract Administrative Code (Title 1 Department of Administration Chapter 5-Purchase and 
Contract) in all phases of procurement including solicitation, selection, competitive processes, and contracting.



N.C.G.S. 143-64.31 governs the procurement of professional services performed by architects, engineers, surveyors and construction managers 
at risk. That process focuses on the qualifications of potential firms instead of their fees or the price of the contract. The architect, engineer, 
surveyor or construction manager at risk that the local government wishes to contract with is selected based on competence and qualification for 
the type of professional services needed. After evaluating responses submitted by interested parties, Richmond County can negotiate a price for 
the contract with the firm the unit has determined is the best qualified based on the evaluation criteria used to evaluate responses. Price can be 
considered if the government unit exempts itself from the requirements of the statue. 



In the current Richmond County 911 operations, upgrading the existing systems and networks will allow continued relationships with existing 
contracted vendors. The current CAD system will be upgraded to accommodate the current secondary PSAPs’ units. The current 9-1-1 telephony 
systems can be expanded for additional workspaces and continue to serve as a backup to Scotland County’s telephony system. The current 
logging recorder will be upgraded and will have enough space to accommodate recording of Scotland County trunks and radio frequencies.  In all 
planned technology purchases, the ability to continue with current contracted vendors will allow Richmond County to reduce the procurement 
timeline and continue with familiar systems.

Richmond County has offered to consolidate dispatch services of the three secondary PSAPs into the county’s primary PSAP at no charge to the 
other agencies to encourage consolidation. Most items within the primary 9-1-1 center will become due for a refresh or update during this grant 
period. Items that are eligible within the 911 surcharge will continue to be funded from this source. All these expenses are part of monthly or 
annual recurring costs of maintaining the planned system. General funds will be used to cover all other non-eligible expenses. Richmond County 
will actively seek other grant opportunities for future build-out of the system and through long-term capital improvement planning. Facility and 
grounds maintenance will become part of the Richmond County Maintenance Department’s budget and take the place of the current facility annual 
budget costs. The requested funds are for those Richmond County cannot acquire. The recurring costs associated with the radio and facility 
improvements are within the means of the County to support based on the provided County and 911 operating budgets.



All applications must include evaluation information. The final report shall include an evaluation demonstrating that the equipment 
or services funded by the grant have been purchased, installed/implemented, and are performing as expected.

Explain how your evaluation will measure the achievement of the goals and objectives identified in the Project Description with a 
timeline for meeting short, intermediate, and long term goals.

Identify how data will be collected and presented.

Describe how evaluations will be conducted, including performance parameters which must be met in order to meet acceptance criteria.

A project charter will be developed based on a grant award. This charter will define goals, identify stakeholders, refine the scope, and provide a 
timeline of the overall project. The key stakeholders will accept the project chart by signature acknowledgement.  Progress reports at pre-
determined intervals will be based on measured progress compared to the project plans. The measurement will be made by determining if the 
tasks, activities and pre-determined milestones were successfully completed within the projected timelines. 



County staff will work with professional project management staff (MCP) and all vendors to communicate and document expectations of the scope 
of work (SOW), budget and timelines as contracted. 



A critical path schedule will be identified upon the initiation of individual schedules and will be monitored for alignment and impact on the master 
schedule. 



Stakeholders, dependencies, deliverables, milestones and risks will be documented and shared with all stakeholders at the start of the project. 
Any and all changes and additions to these documented plans and schedules will require approval by the identified stakeholders throughout the 
life of the project from planning, initiation, execution, monitoring and control thorough completion and post-cutover acceptance activities. 



A single project manager will be utilized to coordinate all communications, activities and deliverables. Weekly project team and stakeholder 
communication will occur in the form of conference calls or face-to-face meetings as appropriate; all meetings will be documented, shared and 
maintained in a central project file. All required grant program reporting will be conducted by the project manager with direct oversight and 
approval from the County’s project officer. 



The Richmond County Emergency Services Director will be the point of contact with NC 911 Board for reporting progress or other 
communications.

The data will be collected both electronically and manually, including but not limited to meeting minutes, e-mail, project schedules, master 
schedules, schematic designs and all executed documents such as vendor and services contracts, all identified deliverables, evacuation  
documentation and any change orders. 



The project manager will be responsible for maintaining all documentation in a central project file that is organized by components of the overall 
project, arranged by individual tasks, milestones and evaluation documentation. A review of the project contents will be conducted by the assigned 
project manager every 60 days during the project. The project manager will provide a report to the Consolidation Project Committee every 60 days 
indicating the contents of the project file to ensure all relevant documentation is stored and any activities such as acceptance or change activities 
and other associated documents are accounted for. At the end of the project, the project file will be reviewed to ensure completeness and given to 
Richmond County upon closeout.

The Consolidation Project Committee participants are the Richmond County Manager, Finance Office, the Emergency Services Director, and a 
Project Manager. Other participants will be added as needed based upon the individual project tasks. The project committee will work with County 
staff, vendors and project management support to evaluate each milestone activity for completion to the satisfaction of the contracted SOW. 



Contracted training, testing and an acceptance plan for each project area will be overseen by the Consolidation Project Committee and results will 
be documented. Milestones or cutovers will not be accepted until the contracted results are proven within the designated period. Local and state 
code compliance, industry standards and outlined SOW will be used to determine the availability of the facility for occupancy. These determinants 
will also be monitored, documented and officially accepted by the committee and ultimately Richmond County. 



During the life of the project, weekly status calls and/or meetings (as needed) will be facilitated by the project manager and attended by the 
committee members. Meeting minutes will be taken and other relevant documentation will be shared with stakeholders on a weekly or bi-weekly 
schedule based on their individual participation, level of authority or need to know as determined during the stakeholder identification process. 
Throughout the project, the project committee and project manager will identify additional stakeholders, risk and ways to mitigate identified risks, 
and communicating information to the appropriate stakeholders and the NC 911 Board. 



The Emergency Services Director, with the support of the committee, will be responsible for reporting to the NC 911 Board. Updated status reports 
of funded activities as well as documentation of completed milestones, project timeline changes and expenses will be reported to the NC 911 
Board on a monthly basis. All reporting will meet requirements set forth by the NC 911 Board. Interim reports will be produced as requested or if a 
risk is identified that will impact the scope, schedule or budget of the project.

Evaluation
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Interlocal Agreements/Resolution of Support 
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High-level Timeline 



Year 1
Quarter Planning and Studies Site Prep Building Construction Consoles/Fixtures Radio/Phone/IT Installation Month/Year

Vendors Conultation
Qualification of Architect July-September

3 Staffing Analysis 2015
Accept Grant

Est. Law Enforcement Oversight Comm
Selection of Vendors (RFPs) Obtain Quotes on Furniture Obtain Quotes for Radio Equipment

Choose Architect Obtain Quotes on Recorder October-December
4 Staffing Analysis Obtaine Quotes of Phone System 2015

Begin Building and Site Drafts Obtain Quotes for IT Equipment
Organizational Meeting of Oversight Comm. and Software

Approval of Design Review All Quotes Finalize Radio Equipment Purchase
Obtain Bids on Project January-March

1 Award Project 2016
Begin Developing Policies and Procedures
Review Draft of Policies and Procedures Begin Site Work Begin Building Work Award Bids Award Bids

2 April-June
2016



Year 2
Quarter Planning and Studies Site Prep Building Construction Interior Radio/Phone/IT Installation Month/Year

Finalize Any Staffing Issues Continue Site Work Continue Building Work Choose Color and Carpet
Monthly Meetings July-September

3 Review and Approval Policies 2016
and Procedures

Monthly Meetings Continue Site Work Continue Building Work Set Racks For Equipment
4 Begin Developing Cut Over Plan October-December

for Consolidation of Services 2016
Monthly Meetings Begin Final Acceptance Begin Final Acceptance Install Generators Install Radio equipment

1 Finalize Staffing Plan & Hire Install Furniture Install Phone System January-March 
Finalize Transition Plan 2017

Inservice Employees on Building
Move ECOMM Employees to Finish All Ground Work Inservice Employees on UPS and Inservice Employees on All Equipment

2 New Center Generators April-May
2017



Year 3
Quarter Planning and Studies Site Prep Building Construction Interior Radio/Phone/IT Installation Month/Year

Continue to  Train New and Complete All Punch List Complete All Punch List Items Complete Interior Décor
3 Current Sheriff's Office Items

 Employees July-September
2017

Begin Transition to LE 
4 Calltaking/Dispatching October-December

2017
LE Oversight Committee 

1 Meet to Review/Update January-March
Any Procedures. 2018

2 Project Complete April-June
2018
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Emergency Communications Center Projected Budget 2015-2016 



ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
 2013 

EXPENDED 
 2014 

EXPENDED 
 2015 

BUDGET 
 REVISED 
BUDGET 

 YTD 
EXPENDED 

 PROJECTED 
EXPENSE 

DEPARTMENT
REQUEST

114395 4100 SALARIES: REGULAR 416,350     447,145      530,789     562,639    330,272      495,409       579,591             
114395 4101 SALARIES: PART TIME 3,722          3,647           5,000          5,000        2,384           3,576           5,000                  
114395 4102 SALARIES: OVERTIME 46,382       40,381        50,000       50,000      25,893         38,839         50,000               
114395 4110 FICA 34,669       36,035        44,813       47,250      26,444         39,666         48,547               
114395 4120 GROUP INSURANCE 77,928       91,313        126,925     133,167    74,116         111,173       150,150             
114395 4130 RETIREMENT EXPENSE 31,676       34,631        39,146       41,293      25,350         38,025         44,866               
114395 4135 SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT 401K 23,434       23,384        29,040       30,633      17,883         26,825         31,730               
114395 4142 SALARIES:HEALTH WAIVER 7,200          4,200           -                   -                 2,400           3,600           
114395 4160 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES -                   -                    -                   -                 -                    -                    
114395 4200 DEPARTMENTAL SUPPLIES 3,112          6,315           4,000          4,000        2,863           4,295           4,000                  
114395 4209 HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN GRT EXP 21,507       -                    -                   -                 -                    -                    
114395 4212 AUTO SUPPLIES: GAS, OIL, TIRES 2,412          2,236           3,500          3,500        2,032           3,048           3,500                  
114395 4230 UNIFORMS 1,184          1,078           1,500          1,500        405              607               1,500                  
114395 4236 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE 375             -                    2,000          2,000        -                    -                    1,000                  
114395 4261 HAZ MAT EMERG PLANNING EXPENSE -                   9,800           -                   -                 -                    -                    
114395 4271 EMER MGT PERFORM GRANT EXPENSE -                   -                    -                   -                 3,097           4,645           
114395 4275 PUR SUBJ TO INV CONTROL 19,221       (9,448)         10,000       10,000      2,323           3,485           10,000               
114395 427506 PUR SUBJ TO INV: HAMLET FIRE 9,391          -                    -                   -                 -                    -                    
114395 4300 TRAVEL & CONFERENCE 3,316          3,339           5,000          5,000        4,095           6,143           5,000                  
114395 4301 EMPLOYEE TRAINING 3,492          -                    -                   -                 -                    -                    
114395 4302 AUTO ALLOWANCE 1,100          1,200           -                   -                 -                    -                    
114395 4310 TELEPHONE 7,213          (360)             10,000       10,000      2,175           3,262           6,000                  
114395 4320 UTILITIES 9,988          10,234        10,000       10,000      6,249           9,373           10,000               
114395 4330 MAINT & REPAIR: MISC 2,799          1,419           4,000          4,000        991              1,487           4,000                  
114395 4332 MAINT & REPAIR: EQUIP 11,364       9,601           5,000          5,000        (3,985)          (5,977)          5,000                  
114395 4333 MAINT & REPAIR: AUTO 1,891          1,706           2,500          2,500        1,066           1,599           2,500                  
114395 4380 CONTRACTED SERVICES 22,679       5,985           9,000          9,000        6,148           9,222           14,000               
114395 4445 SERVICE & MAINT CONTRACTS 4,763          3,773           10,000       10,000      3,128           4,692           8,200
114395 5100 EQUIPMENT: OFFICE 24,371       -                    7,000          7,000        -                    7,000           1,500                  
114395 5105 EQUIPMENT: VEHICLES -                   33,766        -                   -                 -                    -                    

791,539     761,379      909,213     953,482    535,329      809,994       986,084             

EMERGENCY SERVICES



2013
EXPENDED

2014 
EXPENDED

2015
BUDGET

2015 
REVISED

YTD 
EXPENDED

PROJECTED 
EXPENSE

DEPARTMENT
REQUEST

204390 4100 SALARIES: REGULAR 37,492             30,977             31,850             -                        -                       -                           
204390 4110 FICA 2,829               2,249               2,437               -                        -                       -                           
204390 4120 GROUP INSURANCE 6,864               5,793               6,242               -                        -                       -                           
204390 4130 RETIREMENT EXPENSE 2,556               2,182               2,147               -                        -                       -                           
204390 4135 SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT 401K 1,891               1,514               1,593               -                        -                       -                           
204390 4142 SALARIES:HEALTH WAIVER -                        -                        -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 4160 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES -                        -                        -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 4174 IMPLEMENTAL FUNCTIONS -                        -                        -                        44,269             26,774            40,161                46,749             
204390 4210 OFFICE SUPPLIES 1,235               50                     -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 4275 PUR SUBJ TO INV CONTROL 19,557             1,272               -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 4300 TRAVEL & CONFERENCE 3,167               4,067               6,000               9,000               2,505              3,758                   6,000               
204390 4310 TELEPHONE -                        -                        800                  800                  236                  354                      800                   
204390 4380 CONTRACTED SERVICES 34,550             2,000               -                        -                        -                       -                           13,000             
204390 4435 TERM LEASE-SOUTHERN BELL 112,150           129,170           145,000           145,000           80,824            121,236              145,000           
204390 4445 SERVICE & MAINT CONTRACTS 33,053             26,518             36,000             36,000             28,342            42,513                40,000             
204390 4495 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE -                        -                        -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 5100 EQUIPMENT: OFFICE 12,272             229,387           45,000             45,000             7,524              11,286                70,000             
204390 8100 TFER TO GENERAL FUND -                        -                        -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 8190 E911 RESERVE FUNDS -                        -                        23,269             20,269             2,857              4,286                   21,077             

267,617           435,179           300,338           300,338           149,062          223,593              342,626           

2013
REVENUE

2014 
REVENUE

2015
BUDGET

2015 
REVISED

YTD
REVENUES

PROJECTED
REVENUE

DEPARTMENT
REQUEST

204390 364001 E911 TELEPHONE REVENUES (236,913)         (279,646)         (299,738)         (299,738)         (174,847)         (262,271)             342,626           
204390 364002 E911 WIRELESS REVENUE -                        -                        -                        -                        -                       -                           
204390 381001 INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS (440)                 (89)                   (600)                 (600)                 (47)                   (70)                       70                     

(237,353)         (279,735)         (300,338)         (300,338)         (174,894)         (262,341)             342,696           

E911 EXPENSE

E911 REVENUE
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IT Strategic Plan 



Richmond County Emergency Communications Center 

Strategic Planning Guide for Consolidation 

Introduction and Mission 

Richmond County is located in south central North Carolina along the North Carolina and South 
Carolina border. Its county seat is Rockingham, and the county has a population of just over 
46,000 in 474 square miles. Public safety agencies serving the county include the Richmond 
County Sheriff’s Office, the Hamlet Police Department, the Rockingham Police Department, two 
municipal fire departments, seven volunteer fire departments, four volunteer rescue squads and 
one paid EMS agency. Richmond County borders Anson, Stanley, Montgomery, Moore, Hoke 
and Scotland counties in North Carolina and Marlboro and Chesterfield counties in South 
Carolina. 9-1-1 services in Richmond County are provided through Richmond County 
Emergency Services while law enforcement dispatching is provided through the three different 
agencies. 

The mission of Richmond County’s 9-1-1 communications function is to immediately and 
professionally respond to requests for assistance, assign and manage public safety resource 
deployment, facilitate mutual aid and other collaborative, cooperative efforts and provide active 
stewardship for the safety of citizens and visitors of the counties.  

Governance 

Richmond County’s 9-1-1 system will be operated and managed by Richmond County 
Emergency Services Director under the existing Richmond County policies and procedures. The 
law enforcement agencies consolidating into Richmond County’s 9-1-1 service will provide 
input and ongoing feedback through the Law Enforcement Oversight Committee relating to law 
enforcement call taking and dispatch procedures. 

Funding   

Local funding sources are inadequate to fund this plan. Should grant funding not be awarded, 
these plans will not reach fruition.  

Operational Model 

Dispatch staff will be employed by Richmond County, and normally housed in the Richmond 
County current primary PSAP. Staff will operate in a similar manner to today’s configuration 
with personnel responsible for specific disciplines. Law enforcement operations will be 
undertaken in a similar fashion and completely integrated into the operational model. In this 
respect, all emergency calls for services will be processed from a single facility becoming a 
single, cohesive organization in order to provide the best service to all citizens and public safety 
responders receiving the set standard of service. 



Technology  

Current Environment and Challenges 

The current primary PSAP operated by Richmond County Emergency Services is a semi-secure 
building that includes administrative offices and the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) for the 
county. It is currently too small for today’s operations and there is no room to expand within the 
existing structure or property. The current primary PSAP has the largest facility among all the 
agencies that are participating in the consolidation. This facility is not large enough to ensure 
needed space to accommodate for additional staffing because of the consolidation. There is no 
location available to house the new consolidated dispatch center. 

Richmond County’s primary PSAP utilizes a CAD system from Southern Software that meets 
their needs. The only technology that will need to interface or merge data is between the current 
primary PSAP and the law enforcement agencies is each agency’s records management system. 
The CAD system used by the current primary PSAP and the records management system utilized 
by all the law enforcement agencies is produced by Southern Software. The identified need to 
allow for information sharing would be a mobile CAD and AVL system and connectivity in law 
enforcement vehicles. 

Currently, all county law enforcement agencies utilize the State VIPER 800 MHZ trucked radio 
system.  Local fire departments utilizing multiple VHF radio system frequencies and 
rescue/EMS agencies use a UHF radio frequency.  Currently, all first responder agencies do not 
have a way to communicate collectively for mutual aid response or joint responses.  

Vision and Initiatives 

Richmond County staff, at the PSAP, county and municipal management levels, desire to 
consolidate dispatching operations into a single PSAP in Richmond County, while providing 
adequate space to support the Interlocal Agreement between Richmond and Scotland counties for 
Scotland County’s back up PSAP. There is not available space that could house a consolidation 
of all dispatch services in the county to a single dispatch agency. A larger facility could be built 
on county owned land.  

Individually, each radio system is adequate but doesn’t allow for interoperable communications. 
With law enforcement agencies currently using the State VIPER 800 MHZ radio 
communications, fire departments utilize several UHF radio frequencies, rescue/EMS utilizes a 
VHF radio frequency, the most cost effective way to create interoperability would be to provide 
VIPER 800 MHZ mobile radios for each fire and rescue/EMS apparatus. With the equipment in 
place, first responders, regardless of fire, medical or law enforcement, could utilize pre assigned 
talk groups specific to Richmond County, regionally or statewide. 



Richmond County’s CAD system and logging recorder will be expanded to support the multi-
agency, multi-jurisdictional consolidated communications operations. For CAD and mapping, 
additional licenses would be needed to meet the needs of the consolidation and for the Interlocal 
Agreement between Richmond and Scotland counties for Scotland County’s back up PSAP 
needs. 

Support and Training 

Support of the systems included in this plan will come from the same sources as currently used 
by the predecessor systems: Richmond County Information Technology Department for the 
CAD system, AT&T for 9-1-1 systems and contract radio service shop for the radio network. 

Timeline 

The timeline for this project spans multiple years. Upon the end of the project, completion of all 
described phases is anticipated for after project inception. 

Budget 

The improvements envisioned in this plan are unquestionable costly. Local funding sources are 
inadequate to fund the plan and accordingly, grant funds are sought to implement this vision that 
is so important to the safety of citizens and first responders of Richmond County. 
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Emergency Communications Budget 2014-2015 









ORG OBJ ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 2013 2014 2015 2015
ACTUAL ORIGINAL MANAGER APPROVED
EXPENSE BUDGET RECOMMENDED BUDGET

EMERGENCY SERVICES
114395 4100 SALARIES: REGULAR 416,350$            484,315$            530,789$                 530,789$                 
114395 4101 SALARIES: PART TIME 3,722$                 5,000$                 5,000$                     5,000$                     
114395 4102 SALARIES: OVERTIME 46,382$              67,000$              50,000$                   50,000$                   
114395 4110 FICA 34,669$              42,558$              44,813$                   44,813$                   
114395 4120 GROUP INSURANCE 77,928$              123,937$            126,925$                 126,925$                 
114395 4130 RETIREMENT EXPENSE 31,676$              37,159$              39,146$                   39,146$                   
114395 4135 SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT 401K 23,434$              27,566$              29,040$                   29,040$                   
114395 4200 DEPARTMENTAL SUPPLIES 3,112$                 3,500$                 4,000$                     4,000$                     
114395 4209 HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN GRT EXP 21,507$              -$                     -$                          -$                          
114395 4212 AUTO SUPPLIES: GAS, OIL, TIRES 2,412$                 3,500$                 3,500$                     3,500$                     
114395 4230 UNIFORMS 1,184$                 1,500$                 1,500$                     1,500$                     
114395 4236 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE 375$                    2,000$                 2,000$                     2,000$                     
114395 4275 PUR SUBJ TO INV CONTROL 19,221$              10,000$              10,000$                   10,000$                   
114395 427506 PUR SUBJ TO INV: HAMLET FIRE 9,391$                 -$                     -$                          -$                          
114395 4300 TRAVEL & CONFERENCE 3,316$                 5,000$                 5,000$                     5,000$                     
114395 4301 EMPLOYEE TRAINING 3,492$                 2,941$                 -$                          -$                          
114395 430103 TRAINING-EM EXERCISE -$                     19,110$              -$                          -$                          
114395 4302 AUTO ALLOWANCE 1,100$                 1,200$                 -$                          -$                          
114395 4310 TELEPHONE 7,213$                 10,000$              10,000$                   10,000$                   
114395 4320 UTILITIES 9,988$                 10,000$              10,000$                   10,000$                   
114395 4330 MAINT & REPAIR: MISC 2,799$                 11,000$              4,000$                     4,000$                     
114395 4332 MAINT & REPAIR: EQUIP 11,364$              6,000$                 5,000$                     5,000$                     
114395 4333 MAINT & REPAIR: AUTO 1,891$                 2,500$                 2,500$                     2,500$                     
114395 4380 CONTRACTED SERVICES 22,679$              33,923$              9,000$                     9,000$                     
114395 4445 SERVICE & MAINT CONTRACTS 4,763$                 10,000$              10,000$                   10,000$                   
114395 5100 EQUIPMENT: OFFICE 24,371$              -$                     7,000$                     7,000$                     
114395 5101 EQUIPMENT: OTHER -$                     -$                     -$                          -$                          
114395 5105 EQUIPMENT: VEHICLES -$                     -$                     -$                          -$                          

784,339$            919,709$            909,213$                 909,213$                 



ORG OBJ ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 2013 2014 2015 2015
E-911 ACTUAL REVISED MANAGER APPROVED

BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET
204390 364001 E911 TELEPHONE REVENUES (236,913.00)$     (279,646.00)$               (299,738.00)$        (299,738.00)$        
204390 381001 INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS (440.00)$             (600.00)$                       (600.00)$                (600.00)$                
204390 399002 INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS (214,025.41)$               

(237,353.00)$     (494,271.41)$               (300,338)                (300,338)                

ORG OBJ ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 2013 2014 2015 2015
ACTUAL REVISED MANAGER APPROVED
BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

204390 4100 SALARIES: REGULAR 37,492.21$         30,220.41$                   31,850.00$           31,850.00$           
204390 4110 FICA 2,828.50$           2,312.00$                     2,437.00$              2,437.00$              
204390 4120 GROUP INSURANCE 6,863.96$           6,096.00$                     6,242.00$              6,242.00$              
204390 4130 RETIREMENT EXPENSE 2,556.06$           2,037.00$                     2,147.00$              2,147.00$              
204390 4135 SUPPLEMENTAL RETIREMENT 401K 1,891.17$           1,511.00$                     1,593.00$              1,593.00$              
204390 4210 OFFICE SUPPLIES 1,234.92$           -$                               -$                        -$                        
204390 4275 PUR SUBJ TO INV CONTROL 19,557.33$         10,000.00$                   -$                        -$                        
204390 4300 TRAVEL & CONFERENCE 3,167.19$           6,000.00$                     6,000.00$              6,000.00$              
204390 4310 TELEPHONE -$                     800.00$                        800.00$                 800.00$                 
204390 4380 CONTRACTED SERVICES 34,550.00$         5,000.00$                     -$                        -$                        
204390 4435 TERM LEASE-SOUTHERN BELL 112,150.43$       162,000.00$                145,000.00$         145,000.00$         
204390 4445 SERVICE & MAINT CONTRACTS 33,052.77$         32,600.00$                   36,000.00$           36,000.00$           
204390 5100 EQUIPMENT: OFFICE 12,272.00$         235,695.00$                45,000.00$           45,000.00$           
204390 8100 TFER TO GENERAL FUND -$                     -$                               -$                        -$                        
204390 8190 E911 RESERVE FUNDS -$                     -$                               23,269.00$           23,269.00$           

267,616.54$      494,271.41$                300,338                 300,338                 

TOTAL REVENUES LESS EXPENSES 30,263.54$         -$                               -                               -                               
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Emergency Communications Budget 2012-2013 
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Richmond County 911 Fund Balance 
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Project Funding Request Table 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Project Components 
 

Amount 
 

Richmond County Contribution 
 

Requested Funding 
    
Telephone System $576,135.00   
CAD/Maps $117,500.00   
MDIS $197,675.00   
Pictometry $85,872.00   
Radio Console/Tower $622,545.00   
Recorder $75,681.00   
Building $3,612,423.00   
Security Cameras/Intercom $25,500.00   
Mobiles for 800 $256,731.00   
Computers/Servers/Monitors/Status Boards $697,233.00   
Dispatch Furniture/Chairs $234,002.00   
EPD/EPD-Q/AQUA/Pro-QA $170,205.00   
Architect $372,618.00   
Consultant $472,140.00   
Fiber Connection $350,000.00   
Generator $80,000.00   
Mobile Data Terminals/Hardware/Software/Connectivity $887,748.00   
Building Permits $35,000.00   
Technology & Fee for Training/EOC Rooms $70,000.00   
Construction Contingency $409,004.00   
ESI Net $659,825.00   
  $74,186.00  
    
Totals $10,007,837.00  

 

$74,186.00 $9,933,651.00 
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Aerial of Proposed Parcel 
 
 
 
 



Proposed Site

AIRPORT RD
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660

760

714

709
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Facility Cost Estimate and Scheme 
 
 
 
 



RICHMOND COUNTY 
NEW EMERGENCY 
COMMUNICATION CENTER

SCHRADERGROUP architecture with Mission Critical Partners

RICHMOND COUNTY, NC

PROPOSED NEW EMERGENCY SERVICES FACILITY
Rockingham, NC Building Area 8,856 s.f.

0 s.f.
BUDGET COST ANALYSIS Total Area 8,856 s.f.
Date: 26-Mar-15

Project Phase: Programming

COST PHASE - CONSTRUCTION cost/s.f. (using building construction cost only)
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COSTS

1 Total Building Construction Cost Estimate $325.00 s.f. 2,878,072$       

SITE CONSTRUCTION
2 Total Site Construction Cost Estimate $45.00 s.f. 398,502$          

3 GRANDTOTAL CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATE * 3,276,574$       
4 escalation @ 5.00% 163,829$           
5 SUBTOTAL 3,440,403$       

6 Const. Contingency @ 5% 172,020.13$      

7 407.93$              GRANDTOTAL 3,612,423$       

COST PHASE - DESIGN
8 Programming and Needs Assessment (already completed) NA
9 A/E Design Fee @ 9.0% 325,118$         
10 Expenses 10,000$           
11 Telecomm. Consultant Design & Project Management - In telecomm budget
12 Geotechnical Investigation 7,500$             includes resistivity
13 Land Survey Services 5,000$             
14 Inspection / Testing Services 25,000$           
15 Land Development Approvals NA
16 Total Design Services 372,618$          

COST PHASE - PERMITS
17 State Approvals 10,000$           
18 Building Permit 10,000$           
19 Highway/Streets Permits -$                 
20 Water Service / Sanitary Service 5,000$             
21 FAA Approval (tower) -$                 TBD
22 Other Approvals 10,000$           
23 Total Permitting 35,000$            

COST PHASE - TECHNOLOGY & FFE
Communications

24 Call Handling -$                 In telecomm package

25 CAD -$                 In telecomm package

26 Radio Console System -$                 In telecomm package

27 Mapping -$                 In telecomm package

28 Workstations -$                 In telecomm package

29 MIS -$                 In telecomm package

30 Logging Recorder Subtotal -$                 In telecomm package

Other Systems
31 Audio Video Systems -$                 In telecomm package

32 Off-Site Electrical/Telecomm Utility Connection -$                 In telecomm package

33 Ancillary Computer Equipment for entire building 10,000$           
34 Other -$                 
35 Subtotal 10,000$           

Other Costs
36 Furniture (not including console furniture) 60,000$           
37 Subtotal 60,000$           
38 Total Technology & FFE Costs 70,000$            

COST PHASE - PROJECT BUDGET Subtotal 4,090,041$        
39 Project Contingency @ 10% 409,004$         
40 TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET 4,499,045$       
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Attachment 12 
 

Vendor Quotes 
 
Includes the following: 
 

1. APC 
2. AT&T 
3. Cables Plus 
4. Carolina Recording 
5. CDW-G 
6. Cisco 
7. Dell 
8. Encore Broadcast Solutions 
9. Fiber Connection 
10. Motorola 
11. NWN Corporation 
12. Pictometry 
13. Priority Dispatch 
14. Quick & Sinclair Electric 
15. Russ Bassett 
16. Southern Software 
17. Two Way Radio 
18. USAT Corporation 
19. Verizon 

 
 
 
 
 

















































































































Attachment 13 
 

Primary PSAP Photographs 
 
 
 
 
 























Attachment 14 
 

Richmond County Sheriff’s Office Photographs 
 
 
 
 
 













Attachment 15 
 

Hamlet Police Department Photographs 
 
 
 
 
 















Attachment 16 
 

Rockingham Police Department Photographs 
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